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About This Content

The PlayClaw Streamer Pack DLC gives additional features for streamers: native Twitch Chat overlay and Web Browser
overlay.
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If you already own PlayClaw and are looking to get into streaming, I really recommend the Twitch chat overlay if you only have
1 monitor and otherwise cannot view your chat. You can make it so only you can see it or you can make it so it shows up on
screen. It also functions well with OBS (my personal set up). The only real complaint I have is that the emotes don't always show
up correctly, which is the only reason why I don't have the chat actually visible to stream and just keep it for my own personal
use to see chat on my screen. I also double this with my phone watching my own stream so I can see what emotes are actually
used by my viewers.. If you already own PlayClaw and are looking to get into streaming, I really recommend the Twitch chat
overlay if you only have 1 monitor and otherwise cannot view your chat. You can make it so only you can see it or you can make
it so it shows up on screen. It also functions well with OBS (my personal set up). The only real complaint I have is that the
emotes don't always show up correctly, which is the only reason why I don't have the chat actually visible to stream and just
keep it for my own personal use to see chat on my screen. I also double this with my phone watching my own stream so I can see
what emotes are actually used by my viewers.. If you already own PlayClaw and are looking to get into streaming, I really
recommend the Twitch chat overlay if you only have 1 monitor and otherwise cannot view your chat. You can make it so only
you can see it or you can make it so it shows up on screen. It also functions well with OBS (my personal set up). The only real
complaint I have is that the emotes don't always show up correctly, which is the only reason why I don't have the chat actually
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visible to stream and just keep it for my own personal use to see chat on my screen. I also double this with my phone watching
my own stream so I can see what emotes are actually used by my viewers.
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